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UPDATE: October 2007
The EPA in 1995, published a Notice of Preliminary Determination to Cancel Certain
Registrations (PD2/3) and a Dra� Notice of Intent to Cancel (60 FR 50337) which determined that
exposure to DDVP from the registered uses posed carcinogenic risks of concern, as well as risks
of concern for cholinesterase inhibition. In July 2006, the EPA completed its Interim Reregistration Eligibility Decision (IRED) for DDVP outlining the tolerances for DDVP on agricultural (food
and feed) crops and animal commodities, even though the reregistration eligibility decision does
not fully satisfy the requirements for reassessment of the existing DDVP food residue tolerances
as called for by FQPA. Amended language for pest-strip product labels as directed by the IRED
would be eﬀective January 2008 to incorporate new personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements and environmental hazards statements.
DDVP is now banned in the United Kingdom, Denmark and Sweden and the WHO lists
it as a possible carcinogen. In February 2007, the NRDC ﬁled a lawsuit against the EPA charging
that the EPA failed for 20 years to ﬁnish an expedited review of ddvp, and failed to respond to a
petition calling for its ban. In September 2007, the EPA proposed to terminate the Special Review
of ddvp based on measures outlined in the IRED, requested label amendments, and the voluntary
cancellation of uses by the registrant, which limit overall DDVP exposures.
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